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I': PS Computer Center 
SUMMER QUARTER TALKS 
The Computer Center staff will give twenty-eight talks 
at the beginning of this quarter to acquaint users with 
the various facilities of the VM/CMS timesharing and 
MVS batch systems available on the mainframe and 
with the services available in the Center's Microcom-
puter Lab. In addition, CPT Richard Ressler (USA) 
will present two introductory talks about interactive 
statistical/graphical services using APL. 
The following nine. talks will be given in the ln-122 
auditorium or classroom ln-271. Signup for these 
sessions is not required, but note that ln-271 has 
spaces for only 46 attendees. 







Helen Davis ln-122 
Helen Davis I n-122 
Karen Yates ln-271 
This talk is presented three times. It provides clemcn· 
tary information about the XEDIT full screen editor. 
The main emphasis is on methods for creating and 
changing programs and other files. Use of the PF keys 
and HELP facility in XEDIT are mentioned. The talk 
assumes little or no familiarity with XEDIT; attend-
ance at Introduction to VM/CMS is also recommended. 








Neil llarvey ln-122 
Roger llilleary ln-122 
Neil I larvey ln-271 
This talk is given three times; it assumes no prior 
knowledge of the Center's computer. Topics to be 
covered include the use of the 3278 terminal, how to 
logon and logoff, use of the function keys, the HELP 
facility, and various general-purpose commands. It is 
strongly recommended for all new users of the Center 
and covers information which may not be provided in 
an introductory programming class. Be sure to bring 
a copy of Technical Note VM-01, UJer's Guide to 
VM/CMS at NPS. (A copy of this publication is 
normally provided when a new user registers in 
In-147.) 
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The first 25 minutes of this talk is a discussion of the 
SIM3278/VM protocol converter running on the IBM 
3033 mainframe. SIM3278/VM converts an incoming 
data stream from asynchronous ASCII devices to 3278 
terminal screen images, thus pennitting microcomputer 
and ASCII terminal users to dial up and use the 
mainframe. Consequently they can use all the full-
screen programs and utilities of VM. The second half 
is a discussion of SIM/PC, a companion product, for 
IB:\1 PC and PC-compatible users. It provides asyn-
chronous communications, including keyboard defi-
nition of 3278 PF keys on the PC keyboard. 
SIM/PC is available to all authorized users at NPS. 
This talk will be given two times this quarter. 
INTRODUCTION TO E-MAIL: JN-122 
1510 Monday 31 Jllly Caroline ~I iller 
Every IBM mainframe user at 1\:PS has two electronic 
mail addresses. This talk provides information on the 
electronic mail services supported by the Computer 
Center on the IBM mainframe. Two data networks 
will be introduced: the informal BITNET (Because It's 
Time NETwork) and the DDN (Department of De-
fense Network). Topics to be discussed include proce-
dures for sending a short note to a local or remote 
computer, how to transfer files between different com-
puters, and what information is available to assist in 
finding the network addresses for persons who may be 
contacted via the networks. 
All other talks, described below, will be given in 
ln-119, ln-151, ln-224, Ro-260, or Ro-262. Those 
interested in attending should sign up in the Con-
sulting Office, In-146, to reserve a scat. 
INTRODUCTION TO SAS: IN-119 
ISIO Wednesday 12 July Dennis Mor 
SAS, the Statistical Analysis System, is a flexible pro-
gram for handling all phases of data analysis: retrieval, 
data management, statistical analysis, and report writ-
ing. It has excellent f catures for merging and subsetting 
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format and SAS control statements for a simple prob-
lem. Both the batch and timesharing modes of exe-
cution will be demonstrated. 
APL AND RELATED PROGRAMS ON 
MICROCOMPUTERS: R0-260 
1510 Thursday 13 July Richard Ressler, CPT, USA 
This talk presents STSC's APL •plus product for 
microcomputers as well as their new implementation 
or APL2. STATGRAPHICS, an APL based graphics 
and statistics package for microcomputers, and various 
other programs arc also discussed. WSTRAN, a pro· 
gram for mainframe to microcomputer transmission of 
workspaces will be demonstrated. Features or the new 
STATGRAPHICS 3.0 and APL 5.0 will be discussed. 























These talks take 90 minutes. Enrollment for these three 
series is open only to students and faculty. Sign up for 
one series of two classes only (each series is identical). 
These arc hands-on tutorials about WordPerfect in 
general; sec below for a talk on the use of WordPerfect 
to produce a thesis in NPS-approved format. 
WordPerfect is the most widely used word processor 
in the world. These talks will introduce you to most 
of its fundamental capabilities. You will also be shown 
how to use some of its special features - the spelling 
checker, the thesaurus, and outlines/tables/indexes. 
INTRODUCTION TO MS-DOS: IN-224 






This is a combination 75-minute talk and Jab session; 
it will be given twice. It is designed for beginners who 
arc interested in learning how to use the operating sys-
tem of any IBM or IBM-compatible microcomputer. 
Various elementary IBM Disk Operating System com-
mands will be discussed. Use of, and naming con· 
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vcntions for, DOS files and other basic concepts will 
also be covered. Participants will be given information 
on using the Micro Lab's Ungermann-Bass/Novcll 
network. Enrollment for these two sessions is open only 
to students and faculty. 
INTRODUCTION TO GRAFSTAT: R0-260 
1510 Monday 17 July Richard Ressler, CPT, USA 
This talk will give a brief introduction to GRAFSTAT, 
an APL package for interactive scientific-engineering 
plotting, graphics output development, applied statis-
tics, and data analysis. The program features a fuU-
scrcen interface, complete on-line help, color graphics 
capability and effectively combines computation and 
graphics. Complete routines for least squares fitting, 
fitting of probability distributions, design and imple-
mentation of quality control charts, regression and time 
series analysis are available. 
INTRODUCTION TO SPSS-X: IN-119 
13 I 0 Tuesday 18 July Helen Davis 
SPSS-X, the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, 
is a comprehensive tool for managing, analyzing, and 
displaying information. The speaker will describe the 
required data formats and SPSS-X control statements 
for a simple problem. Both batch and timesharing 
modes of execution will be demonstrated. This talk is 
intended for new users of SPSS-X. 
INTRODUCTION TO GML: IN-119 
I 410 Tuesday 18 July Larry Frazier 
Generalized Markup Language {GML) provides a set 
of commands that simplifies the task of using the DCF 
document composition facility of ScriptVS to prepare 
papers and other research publications. It takes care 
of footnotes, figures, tables, and mathematical formulas 
and will also generate a Table of Contents for your 
paper. Graphics from Disspla and Grafstat may be 
printed directly with GML laser printer output. 
WORDPERFECT FOR THESES: IN-151 
1410 Wednesday 19 July 
1410 Tuesday 15 August 




This talk will be given three times. It covers the use of 
WordPerfect to produce a thesis in NPS-approved 
NPS Computer Center 
format. Tho.re attending this talk must be familiar with 
WordPerfect, either through attendance at a Computer 
Center talk or by training or practice elsewhere. Topics 
covered include specific formatting requirements for 
theses, and Style Sheets developed at !'PS to simplify 
the production of theses. On-line documentation in 
the form of a sample thesis will be provided; this and 
the style sheet can be copied for use with WordPerfect 
5.0 elsewhere. 
INTRODUCTION TO GTHESIS: JN-119 
1510 Thursday 20 July Larry Frazier 
GThesis is an addition to the IBM Script (DCF) doc-
ument composition system that simplifies producing a 
thesis to N PS standards. The talk will be useful only 
to those with some familiarity with Script (GML). 
Attendees should also have read (and brought along) 
the ftrst three chapters of TN VM-14, the GThesis 
documentation, which is available in ln-146. See above 
for the related GML talk. 
INTRODUCTION TO MINITAB: IN-119 
1510 Wednesday 26 July Dennis Mar 
Minitab is an interactive statistical computing system 
available on VM/CMS. It is designed for moderate-
size data sets which can be stored on a CMS A-disk. 
Minitab is quick and especially useful for exploring 
data, plotting, and regression analysis. Attendees 
should be familiar with the timesharing system. 
INTRODUCTION TO MAGNETIC TAPE: 
IN-119 
1510 Thursday 27 July Dennis Mar 
Topics for this talk include the physical characteristics 
of tapes, the Center's policy concerning their use, how 
to determine tape characteristics when they arc un-
known, and utility programs commonly used at NPS. 
Those who will be manipulating tape data are strongly 
urged to attend this presentation. 
INTERMEDIATE TOPICS IN VM/CMS: IN-119 
1310 Tuesday I August Roger I lillcnry 
This talk takes 90 minutes. It was designed to encour-
age timesharing users to go beyond use of only the 
basic commands. The concept of the virtual machine 
underlies most of the talk. Use of SIM3278 to obtain 
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multiple sessions is illustrated. Load modules, the 
filcdef command, and packed files arc demonstrated. 
Use of virtual 1/0 devices and manipulation of spooled 
files arc also discussed. 
ADVANCED MS-DOS: R0-262 
1510 Wednesday 2 August Kathy Strul.)'nski 
This talk takes 90 minutes. It is a combination lecture 
and lab session designed to increase your knowledge 
of the DOS operating system and help you become a 
more efficient user of your PC. You will learn how to 
use tree-structured directories to organize your files, 
how to create batch files to save time and keystrokes, 
and you will be introduced to the sophisticated com-
mands and command filters of DOS 3.1-ASSIGN, 
ATTRIB, BACKUP, FIND, MORE, SORT, etc. 




WHO NEEDS PASCAL? 
Presently the Computer Center supports two different 
Pascal compilers on the mainframe system: Waterloo 
Pascal from Watcom, Inc., and IBM's Pascal VS. The 
former is designed for instructional purposes and the 
latter for production computation. (Pascal VS has ac-
tually been superseded by a newer, more expensive 
product from IBM, but that has not been installed 
here.) 
We are now wondering if there arc any surviving users 
for either of these products. If you believe we should 
keep either or both of them on the mainframe, please 
call or send a note to Roger Hilleary, Computer Cen-
ter, Code 0141, x2752, userid 0002P. 
Roger Hilleary 
SLAM II INSTALLED ON CMS 
0 
SLAM II is a FORTRAN-based general purpose sim-
ulation language from Pritsker and Associates Inc., in 0 
West Lafayette, Indiana. SLAM II supports three 
modeling viewpoints in a singJe integrated framework. 
It permits discrete, continuous and network modeling 
perspectives, or any combination of the three, to be 
used in developing a simulation model. The current 
version is release 4.03. 
c 
0 
NPS Computer Center 
SLAM is easy to use at NPS by invoking a locally de-
veloped exec which selects one of three procedures for 
execution. The exec examines user input variables and 
executes the correct procedure. This allows the user to 
execute SLAM by issuing the same command each 
time rather than a different command for each proce-
dure. SLAM is executed by typing: 
SLAM (and supplying from I to 3 variable names). 
SLAM Exec 
The SLAM exec executes the SLAM II executable 
module and selects pne of the three following proce-
dures depending on the number of user variables input. 
• $RSLA;\<l l $ - Executes the SLAM II module with 
data only. It requires one user-supplied variable, 
the data filename (with a filctype of DAT A). 
Note: the " < > " below denote that the user is to 
supply his/her own filename; they are not part of 
the command. To execute, issue: 
• 
SLAH <Data_fila_nama> 
$RSLA:\i12$ - Executes the SLAM II module and 
allows a user-written FORTRAN main program 
with user-written FORTRAN subroutines and 
functions to be executed with the SLAM II mod-
ule. This procedure requires two user-supplied 
variables: the data filename (filetype of DAT A) 
followed by the compiled user program name 
(filetype of TEXT). To execute, issue: 
SLAH <Datafilnaa> <Usarprognam> 
• $RSLAM3$ - Executes the SLAM II module and 
allows user-written FORTRAN subroutines and 
functions, but no user main program. It executes 
the FORTRAN main program supplied by 
Pritsker. This procedure requires three user-
supplied variables: the data filename (filetype of 
DAT A), the compiled user program name 
(filetype of TEXT), and a third variable with a 
fixed name of MAIN. To execute, issue: 
SLAH <Datafilnam> <Usrprognn> <HAIN> 
User Program Requirements 
All user-supplied subroutines and functions should be 
compiled as a single combined file using VS 
FORTRAN with the AD(DBLPAD4) option; other-
wise there may be diagnostic messages from the com-
piler concerning inefficient variable alignments. The 
- 5 -
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SLA:vt TXTLIB consists of FORTRAN programs 
compiled with this option. 
Sample Programs 
There arc nineteen example SLAM programs. The 
user may browse the output files in Room In-146 or 
compile and execute them to obtain sample output. 
Nine use the $RSLAM 1$ procedure with data only. 
Three use the $RSLAM2$ procedure with a user 
MAIN and user-supplied subroutines and data . . Six 
use the $RSLA:vt3$ procedure using the Pritsker-
supplied MAIN with user subroutines and data. 
The fallowing examples may be executed to see a 
sample of SLAM II simulation. 
Block Tost EXB DATA 
Serl1l Work st1tJons EXC DATA 




Afr lea Port 
Traff I• lhllt• 
Pert N1twark 
Truck Houllng 






































EXL FORTRAN SRSLAHSS 
EXl1 FORTRAN SRSLAH!S 
EXN FOllTRAN SRSLAl12S 
EKO FOllTRAN SRSLA1t5S 
EXP FOllTRAN SRSLAltSS 
EXQ FOllTRAN SRSLA11!$ 
EKR FOllTRAN SRSLAl121 
EXS FORTRAN $RSLAl12$ 





















An on-line information HELP file is available by typ-
mg 
SLAH ? 
Hard copy listings of the example programs with input 
data and output listings are available for reference in 
In-146. Execution error messages arc contained in the 
SLAM II Quick Reference Manual, a copy of which is 
available in ln-146. A copy of Introduction to Simu-
lation and Slam 11, Third Edition, is available in the 
desk in the Consulting office, ln-146, for reference. 
Assistance is available from Pritsker and Associates, 
Inc. at 1-800-537-9221. For limited local consultation 
contact Neil Harvey, x2088, In- I 08. 
Purchasing Personal References 
Hard copy references are available for purchase from: 
Pritsker & Associates, Inc. 
1305 Cumberland Avenues 
P.O. Box 2413 
West Lafayette, Indiana 47906-0413 
~PS Computer Center 
These arc: 
I. Slam//, Quick Reference ;\4anual, Jean J. O'Reilly 
& William R. Lilegdon, $20.00. 
2. Introduction to Simulation and Siam II, third edi-
tion, A. Alan B. Pritsker, $45.00. 
Neil Harvey 
NEW ICU TECHNICAL MEMO 
A new Computer Center publication titled Interactive 
Chart Utility (ICU) Tutorial will be available at the 
start of the summer quarter. IBM's GDDM-PGF 
lntcraclil·c Chart t:tility (ICU) is a panel-driven 
graphics utility that allows users quickly to create siJn-
ple to moderately detailed plots, charts and tables. The 
tutorial is designed for novice computer users to take 
a data set, input the data to ICU, and create a person-
alized chart. 
Some of the features are: 
• A f/elp file, located within each panel to describe 
the functions and usage of each panel. 
• Through Data Import, users can load unformatted 
data sets or DIF files from CMS to be used for 
charting. Similar data sets can later be imported 
using the same Data Definition. 
• ICU can create Linc graphs, Scatter Plots, 
Histograms, Bar, Surface, Pie, Polar and Tower 
Charts, Venn Diagrams, and Tables. 
• With one command, ICU will fit a regression line, 
take the absolute value of a row or column of 
data, transpose a data set, or total a column of 
data. 
• Multiple charts may be displayed on one Master 
chart in any position, either side by side or super-
imposed. 
• Sample data or user data may be used in the Chart 
by Example, a step by step chart creation process 
that prompts the user for each modification to the 
chart. 
• A mini-chart can be inserted on most panels to 
immediately display results of changes made to the 
chart. 
ICU is not all-purpose software that will replace other 
more detailed packages like DISSPLA, but when the 
- 6 -
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task is to create a presentation-quality chart in a short 
time, this graphics tool is hard to beat. 
Copies of the ICU tech memo will be available in 
In· 146. If there arc any questions or suggestions re-
garding this tutorial, please direct them to Karen Yates, 
In- I II, x2539. 
Karen Yates 
APP LI CA TIO NS NOTES 
FIXING FORTRAN SOURCE FILES 
After a file has been transferred to a user's disk on 
CMS from an external medium. it should be inspected 
in Xedit before being submitted to the VS FORTRAN 
compiler. llt.is is because VS Fortran strictly requires 
that records in the file to be compiled be in F80 format, 
that is, each record be 80 bytes of fixed length·-the 
punch card format of bygone days. 
If records of any other sort are submitted to the com-
piler, it returns an N06H diagnostic with the message, 
·unable to open input data set .... llt.is problem occurs 
frequently when files are transferred from microcom· 
puter media, for example via SIMPC or after file 
transfer on the Center's Netware network in ln-151. 
The solution is very simple once the file is in Xedit. 
Look at the top of the screen to inspect file character-
istics. If the format is "V* instead of the required "F", 
issue the command 
RECFM F 
on the command line. If the record length (the field 
immediately to the right of recfm) is not 80, issue 
LRECL 80 
on the command line. lben issue FILE and proceed. 
Roger Hilleary 
NEW VERSION OF SAS ON MVS 
0 
The default version of SAS on MVS has been upgraded 
from Release 5.16 to 5.18 as of July 1, 1989. MVS 
users will automatically receive the new version when 0 
they access SAS: 
EXEC SAS 
While basically a maintenance release, the new instal-
lation contains some pcrf ormancc improvements and 
a new procedure. The SAS Institute states ·creating 
0 
c 
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SAS data sets with Release 5. I 8 involves significantly 
less elapsed time than the previous version of the soft· 
ware." 
The new procedure, PROC MODECLUS, docs sig· 
nificancc tests for the number of dusters. It is docu· 
mcntcd in the Technical Report P- 175 which is 
available from the SAS Institute. 
The old release of SAS, Release 5.16, remains on MYS. 
To access it, use the cataloged procedure: 
EXEC SAS516 
If no problems arc found with Release 5. 18, the old 
software will be removed at the end of the summer 
quarter. 
SAS users should not encounter problems moving 
from 5.16 to 5.18. If you have comments or difficulties 
with the new release, contact Dennis Mar, In· I02A, 
x2672, uscrid 2001P. 
Dennis ,\ti ar 
NEW SAS TECH MEMO 
A new technical memorandum, SAS on M VS, is 
available in In· 146. This publication is designed for the 
informed SAS user as a guide to using SAS in the batch 
environment. It discusses the job control language 
(JCL) necessary for accessing and creating fi.Jcs, both 
SAS files and external files, under the Data Facility 
Hierarchical Storage Manager (DFHSM). A comment 
sheet is incJuded with the memo. If you have any 
comments or suggestions, please fill out and return this 
sheet so that this publication can be developed into a 
permanent technical note to meet the needs of SAS 
users. 
Helen Davis 
HANDLING LARGE SAS DATA SETS 
This articJc is directed to those SAS users working with 
particularly large data sets. When manipulating these 
files, allocated WORK space (the area used for 
temporary/non·pcrmanent SAS data sets) may by filled 
quickly. The Technical Memo SAS on MVS, available 
in ln·l46, shows how to increase the default WORK 
space; however, sometimes this is still not enough for 
a large program with many observations in the data set. 
If temporary data is passed from one DAT A statement 
to another, all of these data sets arc held in the WORK 
- 7 -
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space until the job is finished or until they are deleted. 
If they arc deleted, this will free previously unavailable 
WORK space to be used by the remaining data sets. 
The SAS statement PROC DATASETS may be used 
to delete any of these unneeded. temporary data sets. 
The following example shows how temporary data sets 
FILEOi\E and FILETIVO may be deleted to free up 
the WORK space for the :\IERGE and any other new 
temporary data sets. 
........................•..•..•••••......••.••.••.••..•••••••••••• 
. 
• This Job splits th• or191na1 data sot , FlLE, tnt• three new 
• d1tas1ts by HO ... . It thin creat•• new v1rl1~111 froa th••• 
• f11••• ••r••• t~•• beet ta9eth•r a111n and calculat11 
• •Utiatlcs •n th• IEllGE deU H t. 
. . 
................................................................... 
DATA FllEDHE llEEP•VAlll VARXl FILETWO IKEEP•VAllZ VAll>Cl ' 
FllETHRE <KEEP•VAllS VAllXI ; 
SET SASNEW.FILE; 
IF I <o HOUll <•7 THEN OUTPUT FILEONE; • Splits the or191n0l; 
IF 4 <• HOUll <•15 THEN OUTPllT FILETWO; • d1t1 1et out by hour; 
IF 16 <• HOUI! <•2S THEN OUTPUT FILfTHllEl 
PROC SOllT DATA•FILETHllE; 
av VARX; 
• Crntn 1 new vorlabh MEWY/111 and output1 to dltl 11t FIXONE 
. 
DATA FIMONE IKEEP•MEWVAll VAllXll 
SET FILEONE; 
KEEP VAiil! MEWllAll; 
MEWllAll • VAiil( • VARI I 
PROC SOllT; 
av VAllM; 
NOC OAT4S£T$ D~•WOSUC.; .... ,. • .,,. r••OVI th• old t1911or•ry d1ta ; 
DELETE FILEOHE; • sat l'ILEDHE llnce 1t'1 not needed ; 
Cre•t•s a n•v v•rl1bl1 TOTAL 
DATA ff)(TWO CKEEP• VAllM TOTAL I; 
SET FILETWO; 
TOTAL • VAll2 • VAllXI 
PROC SORT! 
av VAllX ; 
• 
•; 
PAOC DATASETS DDMAME• WORK; .... ,... WI , ••• v. th• Old t••P•rary d•t• 
DELETE FILETWO; • 1at Fll[TWO stnc• 1t'I not needed 
M•rs•s the two new date s1t1 wlth ane old date ••t 
DA TA MERCER J 
IERGE FIXONE FIMTllO FILETHRE; 
av Vo\RM; 
PROC HEAHS HOPRINT DATA•IEllGElll 
etc ... 
., 
A word of warning: make certain you are finished with 
the data set before it's deleted. If it's a temporary data 
set, the outcome is not as critical, but PROC DAT A· 
SETS can also be set up to maintain permanent data 
sets as well. This is accomplished by changing the 
DDNAME to the appropriate DDNAME referenced 
in either the MYS JCL or the CMS filedef command. 
Please refer to SAS Users Guide: Basics manual in the 
Consulting Office (ln· 146) for further explanation of 
PROC DATASETS. 
Karen Yates 
NPS Computer Center 
WATFOR~77 PROBLEM DISCOVERED 
The following misleading \V ATFOR-77 error message 
was discovered by Professor Art Schocnstadt (Math). 
The vendor, WA TCOM Products Inc., has indicated 
that the problem will be fixed in the next release of 
W ATI: 0 R-77: Version 3.1. 
Any anomalies that may be indications of compiler 
software errors should be brought to the attention of 
the User Services staff. Many times unannounced fixes 
from the vendors are available. 
This particular error occurs when the W ATFOR-77 
FORTRAN processor finds an overflow, underflow, 
or divide by zero on a line which includes a function 
subprogram. The error message will point to the RE-
TURN statement of the function and not to the line 
in the main program where the overflow/underflow or 
divide check actually occured. 
This simple program contains a division by zero in the 
second statement. The WATFOR-77 error message 
points to the RETURN (Line 7) instead of Linc 2. 
l x = 1.0 
2 Z = 2.0/Y(XJ 
3 STOP 
4 END 
S FUNCTION Y<X> 
6 y = o.o 
7 RETURN 
8 END 
•ERR• KO·Ol floating point divide by zero 
TraceBack: Executing in HAIN PROGRAH, state•ent 7 
Dennis Mar 
MICRO LAB NEWS 
THE NETWORK 
The network in In-151 has two servers and each server 
has its own set of users. Users who login to the server 
named C386. l have access to an AST laser printer for 
printing final or near final copies of their thesis and a 
NEC P9XL printer to use for draft copies. If you arc 
using a diff ercnt printer while working on your thesis 
and plan to use the AST laser for your final copy, be 
sure to obtain copies of the Computer Center thesis 
styles and also allow time to format and print on the 
AST laser. Many students have arrived in the Micro-
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lab to print their final copy and have allotted about one 
hour for the project. It takes time, so please plan on 
spending one or two days in the Microlab--maybe 
more. You need a private uscrid to access this server 
so sec Donna, Erik, or Kathy to register your uscrid. 
Users who login to server Servi. have access to VM 
and they do not require a private uscrid. If you do not 
plan to save files on the network, just login using the O 
three character code on the front of each microcom-
puter node. This server has two printers which are 
suitable for printing papers. 
NEW USERS 
During the summer quarter, we have two student em-
ployees. If you are unfamiliar with the .Microlab, 
:\1S-DOS, XEROX workstations, or printers, this is 
your opportunity to get added help from the Microlab 
staff. Normally, we do not have time to spend with 
each user, helping them use the equipment or format 
their thesis, so try to find Jeff or Darin during this 
quarter and get familiar with the Microlab. 
Kathy Strutynski 
NEW FONTS ON NETWORK 
The Computer Center Micro Lab has recently 
installed several new fonts for use with Word-
PerfeC't 5.0 and Its AST laser prlnter. There are 
now at least seven proportional fonts avallable for 
thesis printing. (Proportional fonts are those 
where the width of each letter differs accorcllng to 
historical standards. The letter "W" takes up more 
space than the letter "i".) Several special-purpose 
fonts, not suitable for thesis use, are also avail-
able. 
Tuts article has been uslng the Stone Serif font. 
It was designed specifically for Adobe, one of the 
largest sellers of fonts for microcomputers. As a 
result, it ts one of the best-looking of the fonts 
avallable for micros. We have most of the Stone 
offerings; examples follow. This sentence dem-
onstrates the appearance of Stone Semlbold; O 
and here is Stone Bold. Semlbold Italic and 
Bold Italic are also available. 
It was mentioned that this ls Stone Serif. Serifs 
are the small strokes at the end of letters that 
make the letters easier to read; the serifs make lt 
easler for the eye to quickly distinguish between 
0 
0 
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letters. This sentence is in Stone Sans. Sans stands 
for "sans serif". These letters are without serifs. 
Many people find a sans serif font clean and mod-
ern-looking, and it is acceptable for NPS thesis 
printing. Tests have shown, however, that serif fonts 
are read faster and more accurately. Stone Sans is 
available in Bold, Semlbold, Italic, Bold Italic, and 
Semlbold ltallc. 
Also available are such fonts as ITC New Basker-
ville, Palatino, New Century Schoolbook, ITC 
Bookman Ught. and Times Roman. Back to Stone 
Sans. Fonts suitabf~ for thesis printing do not differ 
from each other too much. Those not interested in 
their fine points may have difficulty distinguishing 
them, particularly in the small samples we can sh6w 
here. Larry Frazier, in ln-113, has full-page samples 
of these fonts, printed in thesis layout, for those who 
are interested. Larry Frazier 
FORTRAN AND WORDPERFECT 5.0 
FORTRAN source code can be created and edited 
with WordPerfect by tailoring some of the fonnat pa· 
rameters to conform to the standard FORTRAN for-
mat. Using WordPerfect macros you can switch from 
standard document editing to FORTRAN source ed-
iting with case; the following arc examples of the 
macros you will need. In the instructions below items 
in bold face type are the WordPerfect names for fea-
tures, items in <angle > <brackets> refer to the key 
on the keyboard of that name or letter, i.e. <EN-
TER> is the carriage return or enter key, <A> is the 
letter a, etc. Keys separated by a plus sign < + > arc 
pressed at the same time, keys separated by a comma 
<, > are pressed sequentially. 
The Startup Macro 
This macro is invoked when you load WordPerfect to 
begin your edit session. Remember that the file con· 
taining the macro will be located in the directory spec-
ified in the system setup file. To detenninc the location 
of macro files: 
I. Start WordPerfect 
2. Press Setup < SHlfT > + <Fl > 
3. Select ... Location of Auxiliary Files ... (option 7) 
4. Note the directory or disk listed next to 
"Key-board/Macro files .. 
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The startup macro will change the default format of the 
page to conform to the FORTRAN requirements; the 
units of measure will be changed to display horizontal 
placement in terms of character position (relative to I) 
rather than inches or centimeters, the \'ertical place-
ment will be in terms of line number rather than inches 
or centimeters, the top and bottom margins will be 0 
(no margin) instead of one inch, the left margin will 
be l, and the right margin will be at 13. 
Step l - Define the Macro 
I. Press Define '.\ lacro < Ctrl > + < F 10 > to begin 
the definition. 
2. Enter the name of the macro at the prompt at the 
bottom of the screen (Define macro:). This macro 
will be called *FORTRAN... Press the <EN-
TER> key to continue. 
3. Enter a brief description at the prompt 
(Dccription). The description is '"FORTRAN for-
mat setup". Press the < E;\:TER > key to con-
tinue. 
E,·e11·thing typed from now on will be "recorded" as 
part of the macro. If you make a mistake press 
< Ctrl > + < Fto > to abort the definition and start 
again at slep J. You will be asked to "Replace" or 
"Edit" the existing macro; select I - Replace. 
4. Press Setup <SHIFT> + < FI >. 
5. Select Units of Measure < 8 > . 
6. Select < I > , press < u > . 
7. Select < 2 > , press < u > . 
8. Press Exit < F7 > . 
9. Press Format <SHIFT> + < F8 > . 
10. Select Linc < I > . 
11. Select Margins < 7 > . 
12. Press < 0 > left margin, press <ENTER> to 
continue. 
13. Press < 13 > right margin, press <ENTER> to 
continue. 
14. Select Tabs < 8 >. 
15. Press < HOi\fE >, <HOME>, < - >. (The 
<HOME> key is the number 7 on the numeric 
keypad on the far right side of the keyboard, the 
- key is the number 4 key on the numeric 
keypad.) 
16. Press < Ctrl > + <END>. The end key is the 
number 1 on the numeric keypad. (This step re-
moves all the tab stops.) 
17. Press Exit < F7 > . 
18. Press < ENTER> to continue. 
19. Press Page < 2 >. 
20. Select Margins < 5 > . 
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21. Press < 0 > top margin, press <ENTER> to 
continue. 
22. Press < 0 > bottom margin, press <ENTER> to 
continue. 
23. Press <ENTER> to continue. 
24. Press < E:"iTER > to continue. 
25. Press Define Macro < Ctrl > + < FI 0 > to end 
the defmition. 
Step 2 • Invoke the Macro 
To invoke the macro at WordPerfect startup use the 
following options: 
WP /x /m-fortran 
The /x option will not permanently change the setup 
file, WordPerfect will restore the default values for Unit 
of Measure when you exit. The /m invokes the 
FORTRA~ macro. 
It is also convenient to define two other macros to 
shorten the number of keystrokes, a macro to position 
the cursor in the seventh column is useful. 
The Space Macro 
This macro will insert six spaces at the current cursor 
position. 
Step I · Define the Macro 
I. Press Define Macro < Ctrl > + < FIO > to begin 
the dcfmition. 
2. Enter the name of the macro at the prompt at the 
bottom of the screen (Define macro:). This macro 
will be named using the < Alt > key plus any 
other letter, A thru Z, so that it may be invoked 
by pressing only two keys simultaneously. Press 
< Alt > + <X>. 
3. Enter a brief description at the prompt (De-
scription:). The description is .. Six spaces... Press 
the < ENTER > key to continue. 
4. Press <SPACE> six times. 
5. Press Deline Macro < Ctrl > + < Fl 0 > to end 
the defmition. 
Step 2 • Invoke the Macro 
Invoke this macro by pressing <Alt> + < x > . 
Saving the file 
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Do not save your program file using Sa,·e < FI 0 > or 
Exit < F7 >; you must use Text In/Out 
< Ctrl > + < F 5 > . 
I. Press Text In/Out <Ctr)> + < F5 > . 
2. Select Dos Text < l >. 
3. Select Save < 1 >. 
4. Enter the name of the ft.le at the prompt. 
To exit WordPerfect 
I. Press Exit < F7>. 
2. Press < N > at the Save Document? prompt. 
3. Press < Y > at the Exit WP? prompt. 
Editing an existing FORTRAN source file 
1. Start WordPerfect with the /x and /m-Fortran 
options. 
2. Press Text In/Out < Ctrl > + < F5 >. 
3. Select Dos Text < 1 > . 
4. Select Retrieve < 2 > . 
5. Enter the name of the file at the prompt. 
SENDING FILES TO THE MAINFRAME 
Any Micro-to-Mainframe file transfer facility may be 
used to transfer FORTRAN source files from your 
micro computer to your 'A' disk on the mainframe. 
The Computer Center micro lab (ln-151) has a direct 
connection that is fast and easy to use. Remember that 
FORTRAN source files must be Record 
Format= Fixed and have a Logical Record 
Length= 80. 
The command line for sending a micro FORTRAN 
file called NEWPROG.FOR from floppy disk A: to 
the mainframe file NEWPROG FORTRAN Al is as 
follows: 
THIS COHHAND TO BE ISSUED ALL ON ONE LINE! 
sand a:newpro.for newpro fortran al 
Cascii crlf lrecl 80 recfn f 
The phrase Cascii crlf lrecl 80 recfn f will convert 
the ASCII file on the micro to an EBCD IC file on the 
mainframe, and the mainframe file will have Record 
Format= Fixed and have a Logical Record 
Length= 80. 
Detailed instructions for using the file transfer facility 
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E-MAIL TOPICS 
USING INTERCAT ON BITNET 
See Larry Frazier for information regarding a nation-
wide listing of library catalogs and databases and how 
to access them via email. 
Among the items discussed is University of Colorado's 
Uncover. "Uncover accesses a database containing 
records describing journals and their contents. 
UnCover will soon include more than 10,000 titles, and 
descriptions of over 600,000 articles will be generated 
each year. Articles can be retrieved individually or dis-
played as the table of contents for any given journal 
issue." (This information is from [nternet Libs from 
the CCNcws online discussion group.) 
Larry Frazier 
COMSERVE COMING ON BITNET 
Tlte following article is reprinted from the Educational 
Tecltnology discussion group, EDTECll@OHSTV.\IA 
I'd like to inform EdTech subscribers who arc inter-
ested in the integration of computing technology in 
higher education that the software that allows us to 
provide Comserve, the communication discipline's in-
tegrated network service, will be available to qualified 
individuals by the end of the summer. We are inter-
ested in seeing the software used to provide services 
similar to Comservc for other academic disciplines. 
For those not familiar with Comserve, the service pro-
vides access to a database of files, electronic confer-
encing, a disciplinary directory of network addresses, 
and, in addition to several minor functions, electronic 
searches of indexes of scholarly journals. For 
IBM/CMS and VAX/VMS users of machines that are 
directly connected to Bitnet, these features are 
accessable through a menu-driven interface program 
named Easycom which one can receive by sending the 
following message to Com.rerve at Rpiecs: 
Send Easycom Exec (for IBM/CMS) 
or 
Send Easycom Com (for VAX/VMS) 
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Comscrve will respond to messages sent interactively, 
in e-mail and in files. Upon receipt of a new user's first 
message, Comserve will automatically send 
orientational information. Upon receipt of a new us-
er's second message, Comscrve will automatically send 
a copy of its current news bulletin. The news bulletin 
that is presently in distribution contains more infor-
mation about requesting the software system. 
Copies of Comscrve User's Guide arc available at no 
charge by sending a request through e-mail to the ad-
dress of Comscrve's editorial office: Support at Rpiecs. 
Include your ·normal" mailing address (i.e., not your 
e-mail address). 
Comscrve can also be contacted through the internet 
by sending commands in e-mail to Comserve at 
Vm.ecs.rpi.edu and the staff can be contacted through 
internet e-mail at Support at Vm.ecs.rpi.edu. Since 
Comserve is a totally automated service, be sure to 
address items that require human response to the edi-
torial address, not to Comserve. 
Tim Stephen, Rensselaer Polyteclznic Institute, 
STEPH EN@RPI ECS 
PERSONNEL NOTES 
The Computer Center welcomes Valerie Franco to the 
Operations Group. She is working as an operator on 
the day shift Monday to Wednesday and 1200-2000 
weekends. V alcrie has a degree in computer science 
from the University of Pittsburgh (Bradford) and 
worked previously in data processing for a local 
:\lonterey company. 
Jane Kretzmann has left the User Services Group to 
move with her family to the Washington D.C. area 
where she will continue in federal employment. While 
here, Jane was the primary graphics applications spe-
cialist and completed her master's thesis on "Com-
pression of Bitmapped Graphics Data.· We shall miss 
her cheerful demeanor, and offer her our best wishes in 
her new job. 
Naren Tayal joined the Computer Center Micro Lab 
staff on 26 June. He formerly was employed in the 
Oceanography Department laboratory. 
Larry Frazier and Dennis Mar 
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Information on Printt.'tl Output 
The Computer Center has an IBM 3800 non-impact 
printer and a 3262 impact printer in ln-140. These 
printers arc available around the clock, 7 days a week. 
(Sec "HOURS OF OPERATION"). If you want a 
printer unloaded, expect to wait until an operator is 
available. However, if you have received instruction 
Mon-Fri 0900-1130 and 1315-1545 in ln- 146 
Reference materials in the Consulting Office must not 
be removed from that room without special permission 
of the Consultant on duty or a Computer Operations 
Shift Supervisor. 
HOURS OF OPERATION 
from a computer operator, you may remove printout 0 
from either printer. If you do , please leave separated 
output on the counter-top, or file it by distribution 
YM/C:\IS and MYS are available 24 hours a day, 7 
days a week. Preventive maintenance is normally per-
formed 0700-1400 hours, first Sunday of each month. 
Systems work may occasionally be performed between 
0700 and 1200 on Saturdays; advance notice is given in 
the Y~l,'CMS log message. 
Ca/1646-2713 for recorded system status. 
;\llCRO LAB CO:\'SULT~G HOL'RS 
1100-1200 and 1300-1700 Monda) - Friday 
MICRO LAB OPEN HOURS 
0900-2100 :\'londay-Thursday 
0900-1700 Friday 
Weekends: as posted on Micro Lab door 
See Micro Lab assistants during consulting hours for 
combination to access Lab when it is closed. 
MVS Job Queue Restrictions 
No more than 3 MYS (Batch) jobs per individual may 
be executing and/or waiting execution. This policy al-
lows each individual a fair share of batch processing 
capacity, and prevents spooling overload problems. 
Excess jobs will be cancelled. 
code. Please observe these rules: 
Press the READY button after removing output. 
.\fake sure output is folding correctly in the output 
hopper. 
Separate all jobs in the batch of output removed 
from the printer. 
Avoid unnecessary printing. Return output to your 
terminal for review and editing prior to printing. Use 
the default output class, SYSOUT =A, for general 
output from MVS. This produces two output pages 
per sheet of paper on the 3800 page printer. 
Budget restrictions and good computing practice dic-
tate that only one final copy of a thesis be produced 
on any of the Center's printers. If more than one copy 
is required, use of duplication facilities on campus is 
recommended. But please note that the !'\PS 
printshop will not cut or bind more than one personal 
copy. 
Please put unwanted printout in any trash container in 
ln- 140, In-141, or ln-151, for recycling. 
This publication is published as required and is written by members of the staff, W. R. Church Computer 
Center (Code 0141), Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93943. Send requests for information or sug-
gestions for articles to the User Services Manager, Code 014 1 (ln-133), 646-2752 (messages: x2573). Bitnet: 
0002P@NA VPGS 
The Center operates an IB'.\1 3033 Attached Processor System (16 megabytes) loosely coupled with an IBM 
3033 Model U (16 megabytes) and an IBM 4381 Model Pl3 (16 megabytes). Interactive computing is provided 
under VM/SP CMS, batch-processing under MVS with JES3 networking. 
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